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I shall discuss the following topics: 
(1) Trouble with the kindergarten parton model. 
(2) Remarks on “precocious scaling. ” 

(3) Hadron final-states in electroproduction: a connection between 
vector-dominance, partons, and e+-e’ annihilation. 

(4) A calculation of vW2 in perturbation theory by Gribov and 
Lipatov. 

1. TROUBLE WITH PARTONS 

The regent data’ on W2&/Wip 
w =BMv/Q 

indicates that perhaps WZn/WZp -0 as 
-1. This corn ine with the data on neutrino cross s&ions 

c- begin to put naive parton-model calculations in trouble, a point emphasized 
by Nat htmann . 2 Let us assume the validity of the kindergarten parton cal- 
culati.ons . Then oS/oT small requires J=1/2 partons to have the dominant 
contribution. Assume only J=1/2 partons of isospin l/2 or 0. Call those 
of isospin l/2 (Ui, di) and antipadons (di,iii) with 

weak J 
P (x) = C Eii(x) ~~(l-Y5) di(x) 

i 

The par&m-model calculations give 

(1.2) 

etc. 

where the differential probability of findin, 0‘ a parton di wit.h fraction x of the 
proton’s momentum (at infinite momentum) is 

dP = e Di(x) (1*3) 
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with obvious notation for the other distribution functions, U, 5, c. The 
average neutrino cross section is 

o- ave 

where 

+Cr vn +O-- 
VP 

+ U- 1 vn 

F(x) = c 
i C 

Ui(x) + Di(x) + Ei(x) + 6(x) 1 

(14 

From experiment3 

+j (avp+avn) r 0.56.15 (1.6) 

and from theory 

i (aDp + a& L $ (avp + a& 

..w 

(14 

. 
. . a 2 30.5 f .15) ave 

- From momentum conservation - - 

J- 
1 

dx F(x) + 1 isoscalar contribution1 = 1 
0 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(l-9) 

and putting together (1.4), (1.8), and (1.9), 

J 
1 

dxF(x) > 0.5* .15 (1.10) 
0 

In words, - l/2 the proton momentum is carried by I-1/2 constituents. 
This fact will bound electroproduction cross sections from below. The 
electromagnetic current is 

Jp = C ( qi -t i) ci ypUi + C (Gi - f> (‘i ypdi) 
i i 

-t (isotopic-scalar parton contribution) (1.11) 
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The parton-calculation of electroproduction gives 

(~2+$)Jdx F(x) +iisoscalarl =/-pivw2n]- ;14 (1.12) 

where 

and putting together (1.12) with (1.10) gives 

-2 1 ( ) .14 q +z I .5~ ,l5 - 0.3iO.l 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

Integer-charge partons require cl. > l/2; hence i2 ? l/4 . That is not 
favored by the data, Eq. (1.14). ‘On the other hand, fractional charge par- 
tons (quarks) are acceptable. But they are in trouble with the measured 

.?- ratio W2n/W2p near threshold. Since in the quark model 

vw2p = $ U(x) + 5 D(x) + 5 S(x) -I- (U, D, S 6 6, E, 3) 

vW~~=$D(X) +$TJ(x) -+(x) +(U,D,S- 
--- 

- - U, D, S) 

we have 

vw2n s 4 .25 L 
vw2p 

Atx-1.3, the ratio is - 0.3, dangerously close to the limit. More pre- 
cise v N and eN data could well be decisive for ruling out a large class of 
kindergarten models, perhaps all. 

These considerations also apply to the calculations based on a free- 
field light-cone algebra a la Fritsch and Gell-Mann.4 -- 

2. PRECOCIOUS SCALING 

Many people have remarked, occasionally with considerable wonder, 
at the speed at which the electroproduction structure function vW2 
approaches its scaling liTit as Q2, the squared photon mass, increases 
from. zero. Already at Q” - 1 GcV2, the scali.ng limit is reached to con- 
siderably better t.1la.n 20(&, a feature ha.rd to reconcile with pure dimen- 
siolizl an.z!ysis. This is called “precoc!‘oXs scalingz” and the question may 
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be put as to whether this is a reasonable expectation or not. I want to make 
a little argument that it isn’t a surprise, provided we assume the Adler 
sum rule for neutrino-processes5 is correct and that in the range 
0 < Q2 < 1 GcV2 it converges for v 5 5 GeV2 (as it does6 for Q2 z 0, in the 
Cabibbo-Radicati limit). We have 

f 

5 GeV dv 

0 
v v $dd(v,Q2)] ==: 1 P-1) 

and 

p”:‘” = (PEP - pup) vector 

For low Q2, 
(A, 

the sum is contributed by elastic, s-wave, pd resonances 
N*(1512), N*(1688)); however, 

roughly like (1 + Q2/0. 7) -4, 
these disappear as Q increases, 

Q2 - 1 GeV2. 
a suppression - a factor 30 by the time 

Therefore, the continuum must already have replaced the 
resonances. Finally, for large Q2, as l.ong as the sum converges at 
v - (const) Q2, as suggested by estimates of important longitudinal dis- 
tances or of minimum-momentum-transfer, then 

E- 

J const 
odd(w,Q2) - 1 

1 
(2.2) 

suggesting that up should have stabilized to something near the scale limit 
for Q2 2 1 GeV 2. We conclude that the important parameter characteriz- 
ing the approach to scaling is <r2>proton, not the target mass. 

3. HADRON FINAL STATES IN ELECTROPRODUCTION 

Whether or not scaling should be precocious, the fact remains that it 
is. This, along with the Bloom-Gilman “duality” between resonance- 
production and the deep inelastic limit, may contain an important principle 
for understanding the deep inelastic phenomenon itself. The principle is 
something like the correspondence principle in old-fashioned quantum 
mechanics. We are exploring new regions in v , Q2 space; they are shown 
in Fig. 1. Some are more familiar than others, for example the resonant 
and phot,oproductjon regions. But in any case, the correspondence prin- 
ciple would say that we should have smooth transitions in the nature of the 
phenomena in passing from one of the regions to another including into the 
familiar regions. For a time the resonance ,md deep inelastic processes 
at large Q2 were thought to be distinct. Now we think they are intimately 
related. We often tend to think of the phenomena at o - 3 and w >> 3 in very 
different terms; yet a glance at the shape of v W2 with CJ suggests a very 
close connection. For large w, we sometimes think of diff 3 ena at large Q2 differently from good old p-dominance at Q 

active phenom- 
=O; 

cious scaling connects the two over a small region of Q2. 
yet preco- 

Can the deep- 
inclasiic dynamics really be djscontinuous across thnt interval from 
Q2:=0 to Qz-1 GeVz’?? 

.- -4- 
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2020Al 

FIG. l--Regions of v - Q 2 space. 

It is in this spirit that the following remarks are made, first on t% 
r- relationship of secondary hadron distributions at small Q2 and large Q , 

and secondly on the relationship of large w electroproduction to vector- 
dominance, to the closely related process of e+e- - hadrons, and to the 
parton picture 0 

A. Secondary Hadron Production for Large Q2 
- - 

To proceed, we have $0 assume something, and I will assume the pic- 
ture of short-range correlation in rapidity given in Frazer’s lecture to this 
conferenc e. * Thus for Q2=0 and v large, we have the distribution in 
rapidity y shown in Fig. 2. 

dN 
dy 

-1 FIG. 2--Schemaf.ic rapidity distributiGri for I:, ,;g!; c;~c:rgy photoproduction. 

-- -5- . 
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According to the “correspondence principle,” this picture should not 
change discontinuously as Q2 is increased from 0 into the scaling region. 
Therefore, according to the idea of short-,range correlation, only the photon 
fragmentation region changes, because only the nature of the photon has 
changed. To see how it changes, we keep Q3 fixed and large and decrease 
v  . This suppresses the central plateau, and we may expect it to have dis- 
appeared when W- 4, because Pomeron exchange no longer dominates the 
v  -dependence of the total virtual photoabsorption cross section; certainly 
dominance of Pomeron exchange in otot is a necessary condition for exist- 
ence of a central plateau. Thus for W- 4, we have Fig. 3: 

dN 
dy 

A 

virtual-photon virtual-photon 
fragmentation fragmentation 

I log s I 
2020A3 

- - FIG. 3--Rapidity distribution for w - 4. 

Because the length in rapidity of the photon-fragmentation region is a func- 
tion of Q2 only, we find its length is -log Q2 and for w>>4 we have Fig. 4 

dN 
dy 

b 

central 
region 

I 
I virtual -photon I . . . . \ 

i 
rragmentarion 

\ 
I B- 

log s 2020~4 

FIG. 4--Rapidity distribution for CL)>> 4 
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with the conclusions that for w 2 3, 

- - ,.n ‘V (con&) + log ‘w + f(Q2) . (3-l) 

We see that, as far as hadron distributions are concerned, the phenomena 
at w -3 are smoothly connected to w x-3. As w decreases toward 1, photon 
and target regions interpenetrate; this is quite possibly controlled by 
s-channel dynamics, just as the case in pure hadron phenomena. 

B. Vector Dominance and Colliding Beams 

To study photon-fragmentation, we go back to large w and connect it 
with phenomena at Q2 - 0 using ideas of vector dominance. First, at Q2=0, 
we use Gribov’s simple picture (Fig. 5) for forward Compton scatteringg: 

Y 

c- 

FIG. 5--Forward Compton amplitude. 
- - 

Use old-fashioned perturbation theory: 

F- c <Oljp> <mlTlm> <m Ijllo) 
m (AEm) 2 

Q2+m2 
AEm= 2v 

and assume all states m are absorbed by the target geometrically: 

F - iv (7rR2) c 
I<Olj,l~n>l 2 

(3.2) 
m 

Thus F is related to the absorptive part of vacuum-polarization, and 
Gribov’s formula gives 

(3.3) 

_-, -7- . 
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where 

J 
S 

(l-Z3)A. ds’~(s’) * 
0 e+e- -+hadrons 

(3.4) 

= probability y is hadron system 

and 

*R2 = absorption cross section of hadron system . (3-5) 

For virtual transverse y’s, we get, from the square of the vector 
propagator, 

Assume scale-invariance for the annihilation cross section 

E- 

const 
o-(s’) - s’ 

(3.6) 

P-7) 

The result is disastrous from the viewpoint of electroproduction scaling. 

0-l 
Y 

- rrR2 log w 

One option is, of course, to abandon scaling in the annihilation process and 
have 

a(d) - s -2. , then cr$- Q-2 . (3.9) 

But it is interesting to retain (3.7) and try to salvage the situation. About 
the only way to do this is to reduce the opacity of the target as seen by some 
class of intermediate hadron states created by the photon. The problem 
comes from the high-mass states; they are evidently the same states 
created in eete- annihi.lation at high energy. They are, in a scale-invariant 
world, most 1ikel.y hadron “jets” of high momentum and low multiplicity. 10 
(Figure 6.) 

FIG. 6--Hadron production in e+e- 
annihilation: a) center-of- 
mass frame; b) lab frame 
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which in the lab are swept forward. In general, the jets have <pI> - d>. 
Perhaps the target is transparent to such configurations except when the 
jet is aligned along the photon beam direction. (Figure 7.) 

(b) 2020A7 

FIG. 7--I’ Aligned” jets: a) center-of-mass frame; b) lab frame. 

The probability of such aligned configurations is - Aa - O2 - <P,>~/s~, 
and when this factor is inserted into (3.6), we get 

ayw - ~rl3’ $ds’ o-(s’) (*r (F) - c?t (3.10) 

absorption of probability y is probability hadron 
hadron system hadron system system is aligned 

*- For real y’s, this picture predicts the spectrum of states coupled to the 
y is, asymptotically, 

dN 1 -N- 
dm2 m4 . 

(3.11) 

leading to a constant aAD for diffractive production of vector states. For 
virtual y’s 

(3.12) 

and 

(3.13) 

In addition, <pT> is always small and the connection with the parton-model 
is very visible: if each hadron-jet produced in the ese- annihilation is the 
descendant of a parton, then the configurations aligned along the beam 
direction, when transformed to the lab, contain a wee parton. According 
to Feynman’s dogma l1 this is the only kind of parton the target will absorb. 

So in this picture the photon fragmentation region contai.ns a hadron jet, 
which is essentially the same jet as one would find in a high energy event of 
e+e- - hadron s . Thus the overall pictnre intcrloc!cs nicely and is compati- 
blc n$lh !he “CO~~~SpOil(lc~itCc pri;zcip! 2. ” In5cxlF p. n:orc: p,ccur~.t.c version 

_-, -g- . 



of (3.12) would be 

-,& - P(m2) 
dm2 (Q2+m2) 2 

(3.14) 

with p(m2) schematically shown in Fig. 8. 
for spacelike (positive) Q2, 

In the sense of duality it may, 
be a good approximation to replace p (m2) by a 

m* 
1994A12 

a+- 

FIG. s--Expected mass spectrum p(m2) =m2,(,2)e+e- 
of hadrons coupled to y. 

step-function with threshold n$ <, rn: . Thus 
- - 

,L l 
Q2+mi 

-I- small corrections (3.15) 

We then have “precocious scaling” with the scale for its onset set by - m2 , 
consistent with the argument in Section 2. We also see it is misleading tt 
treat the p-dominant portion separately; it is an integral part of the scaling 
phenomenon. 

Although this example is attractive to me, I don’t believe it is a unique 
picture (see, e.g., Chou and YangI and, in particular, Hwa and Laml3). 
It is meant to be an example of methodology as well as a possible option for 
how deep-inelastic hadron final states could appear. 

_ 4. DEEP-INELASTIC PHENOMENA IN PERTURBATION THEORY 

Gribov and Lipatov14 have just completed a study of the behap50r of 
electroproduction structure functions in two field-theory models, summed 
to all orders of g2 log (Q2/m2) ; g2<< 1. The theories are neutral pseudo- 
scalar (bare p, 7io) and neutral vector (bare p, w”). The important dia- 
grams turn out to be t-channel ladder graphs, in which ropagators and 
veriic:i?s are “exact,” i.e. , f compuled to 311 orders of g;” log (k2/m2). For 
exnmp! e, in the ~5-thmt1:y the virtual Comp;on amplitude is obtained from 

--, - 10 - 



the Bethe-Salpeter equation shown in Fig. 9; 

fS=)-(‘+jq + H I A 
2020~9 

FIG. 9--Bethe-Salpeter equation for virtual Compton a-mplitude. 

while for the vector case, the same diagrams, with dotted lines repre- 
senting transverse vector mesons, apply. Two more, contributed by longi- 
tudinal mesons, must be included, as well as polarization bubbles on the 
external photon legs. In the scale limit, the integral equations may be 
solved by Mellin transforms. 

The theory calculated to this order is not completely consistent because 
of the existence of the famous ghost in the photon propagator 

a-~ 
d- 1 

2 k2 
(4.1) 

l-5 log- 
127f m2 

- and Q2 is restricted to values less than the ghost value. The results are 
phrased in terms of the “invariant charge” 

2 -1 
log 1 - + log S!- 

/ 

Q” 
& d(k2) = [ 16~ m’ 1 y5 model 

t= 
k2 

(4.2) 
0 ; log 1 - 

I 

2 
AL log Q 
12X2 m’ I 

-1 
yP model 

Among the conclusions are 
1. as/CT = 0. 
2. Wl=W1(W, 0; i.e., does not scale. 
3. Near w=l, the decrease of the elastic form factor is not compen- 

sated by the contribution of the inelastic channels in the y5 theory, but is 
overcompensated in the rP theory. 

4. Just as for real photons, in the vector theory WI - UP with p > 1 
as o-m, as a consequence of multiperipheral exchange of J=l mesons. 

- 11 - 



5. The structure-functions for annihilation and scattering processes 
are simply related; for both y5 and yp theories 

w1(w’ ;; = 6 wl(l/w, t),ihilation ’ (4.3) 

6. The Callan-Gross sums are 

co 

/ 

* w1 = 

1 W3 

6/7 + l/7 e(-7’3)s p target 

6/7 - 6/7 e(-7’3)( x0 target 

(l/3+2/3 e-” ) d’(c) P target 

(l/3 - l/3 em20 d’(t) w target 

y5 model 

model 
% 

(4.4) 

It is hard to assess the physical implications of all these results, 
especially because of the presence of the ghost and the restriction g2 <cl. 
But in any case the work is a considerable technical accomplishment and 
may well teach us quite a bit. 

.+- 
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